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Dear Increase Friends 

Greetings to all of you! As the whole world is now focused on COVID-19 and many countries are under 
lockdown, we hope that reading Increase Association annual report for 2019 will help you focus your mind 
more on the Lord’s faithfulness and His blessings and help you feel thankfulness, peace, comfort, joy and 
especially a great sense of togetherness with our multinational and multidenominational TEE family. 

We give thanks to our Lord for one more year of further growth of the Increase Association. We are thankful 
for serving more countries through training, equipping and encouraging national teams, diaspora churches 
and many Christian workers.  We thank God for all the supporters and prayer partners who helped us make 
good progress. 2019 was a year of strengthening relationships and partnerships and collaboration both 
inside Increase (Teams’ gathering: Reflect and Envision in November, TEE Equippers Skype sessions, 
Equippers’ visits to the countries, joint workshops, etc.) and outside Increase (with SEAN International, 
Langham, ICETE, ATA and other Christian organizations).  We thank God for the progress on writing new 
courses and a good course writing training team. We thank God for Increase prayer team – prayer does move 
mountains! We thank Him for the Increase Executive team (Tim, Graham, Yoke Mee and Hanna Ruth), and of 
course for many volunteer helpers. I can continue the list of things to praise God for, but I am afraid it will be 
even longer than the annual report. 

Thank you, God, for helping us thus far and we look forward to see what good things the coming year will 
bring to us as the Increase Association and the whole body of Christ in response to new circumstances and 
challenges we are facing in 2020. 

May God bless and guide you and keep you safe. Let us stay connected in His Spirit and His work on this 
earth. 

Anneta Vysotskaya  

Chair of Increase Association Committee 
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Meeting our goals in 2019 

The purpose of Increase is to connect and strengthen church-based training movements across Asia and 
beyond. It does so in various ways which are reflected in the subheadings in this part of the report. This gives 
a short narrative summary of what has been achieved in 2019. However, we are starting with the conference at 
the end of the year because it was an important event in many ways.  

The Teams’ Gathering: Reflect & Envision (November 14 - 18)  

The Teams’ Gathering played a vital part 
in building good relationships. Many 
Increase teams and Equippers normally 
work together online, mainly over video 
calls and email. However, meeting face to 
face and being together creates 
opportunities for ideas and vision to flow 
in ways that are not possible otherwise. 
Many relationships were made and 
deepened. These relationships are vital 
for the way increase works.  

The Increase Equippers met several times 
in a special track for mutual support and 
encouragement, and to plan for 2020. They were equipped with a new suite of resources so they in turn can 
equip the national TEE organisations.  You will find more details of the impact of deepened relationships under 
several of the headings below in the report, but mainly under collaborative partnerships.  

We had invited some TEE leaders from selected countries so they could connect with Increase, dream dreams 
for their futures and resolve some issues. Many found this helpful and encouraging. We also invited guests from 
the Overseas Council International, from Cornerstone Trust, and from Tearfund. These connections play an 
important part for Increase’s role in the world of theological education and adult learning.   
 
Another significant part of the gathering was starting the search for new leadership for Increase. This was done 
intentionally and prayerfully together. Tim Green steps down as General Secretary in March 2021. Tim is going 
to focus on serving the growing worldwide movement of Muslim background believers. Graham Aylett will 
replace him as General Secretary in a leadership team that currently being formed.  

 

Build a network of good relationships 

The Increase Association is first and foremost a network that brings together people from the world of TEE. In 
this network everything begins with good relationships which make all our work possible. The network is not 
just ‘the Increase family’; connections with partner organisations and key people in the world of theological 
education are vital.  

Key developments:  

 Increase Equippers met over a series of Skype sessions giving them an overview of latest news from 
around the Increase Association, and an opportunity to share their contributions as Equippers, and 
pray for one another. This is a follow up from what happened in November 2018. During these Skype 
meetings, Equippers also contributed their ideas towards planning for the Equippers’ Track at the 
Increase Teams’ Gathering. These connections help Equippers to feel part of the team.  
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 Various Equippers travelled around Asia to meet 
with churches, pastors, Bible schools and TEE teams. 
These visits help strengthen existing relationships 
with church leaders and organisations interested in 
TEE, and are so important in building new ones. 

Identify and share fruitful practice 

One of the most significant ways Increase is sharing fruitful 
practice is through Diaspora ministry. In 2015 we started a 
Task Group focusing on what is needed to run diaspora TEE 
groups. The Diaspora Task Group has been able to identify what is needed in terms of partnership between 
the diaspora country and the ‘home country’ and what is needed to supply materials in various languages. We 
are seeing the result of this now, for example in Malaysia, in Australia and New Zealand. You will find more 
detail about Australia under the heading collaborative projects and partnerships.  

Another helpful development was the online resources space for Equippers, which was first available at the 
Teams’ Gathering. Equippers are now able to easily share their resources in order to make training easier, better 
and more streamlined. Areas where they share resources include curriculum development, financial 
management, group leader training, strategy and planning, TEE taster sessions, translation and 
contextualisation resources.  

Initiate and catalyze innovative approaches 

Diaspora TEE in Sydney 
A planning group in Sydney organised a Vision evening and a Training day with Equippers Lyn Pearson and 
Rachel and Tim Green. The planning group turned into a working group with a strategy for the coming years. 
This builds on the work the diaspora task group has done over the previous years.   
 
Course Writing Training 
Increase started a new project to develop new TEE courses to deal with problems churches in Asia face today. 
Training for the first cohort of writers started in 2017 and proved very successful. It is encouraging to see that 
our design for creating new courses is doing what it needs to do: produce quality TEE courses.  
Courses are now ready in test edition on Christian Marriage (Nepal), Spirit World (Cambodia), Ministry to Teens 
(Mongolia), Spiritual disciplines (Arab world) and Persecution (Pakistan and Bangladesh), with other courses 
still in progress. 
In October 2019 training begun for a new cohort of writers in Russia and Central Asia. The focus is on four new 
courses that have priority for ORTA (Teenagers, Women, The Environment, and Christian Parenting) the writing 
teams are now in the research stage to inform their writing after the second workshop.  

Provide support, resources, advice and training 

Every year our Equippers give time freely to give advice and training and offer support to national TEE teams. 
We’ve noted a few highlights, but this is not all that Equippers have done.  

 Seoul, South Korea: Maria went back for more training for Russian speaking churches where there are 
hundreds of active TEE students. This is a wonderful example of diaspora TEE that works well. Russian 
materials and training are supplied by UMIT and ORTA. The sessions revised and deepened the skills 
of group leaders. The group leaders were also trained to train new group leaders.  

 Kremenchug, Ukraine: Anneta and Sergey explored possibilities for starting TEE courses in the 
Evangelical Seminary there. Anneta and Sergey also gave training in a church which then started TEE 
to disciple their congregation.  
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 Istanbul, Turkey: Anneta and Maria hosted a tutor training in Turkey where a new TEE team is formed. 
The new team later also participated in the Teams’ Gathering in Turkey and so got connected with 
many people within Increase from the outset.   

 Sydney, Australia: Tim and Rachel conducted a taster and introduction on TEE at Sydney Mission Bible 
College.  

 Sydney, Australia: Stephen hosted a series of trainings. Both pastors and lay leaders received training 
and many people were highly motivated to start facilitating new groups.  

 The Intercessors’ team meet to pray by Skype every month. They also respond to immediate and urgent 
prayer requests.  

Communicate widely the news and stories from Increase members. 

A small team was involved in printing a second edition of Tee in Asia to continue to have the opportunity to 
share books with interested and strategic parties. In total 723 books have been distributed in this year. 
Although the book was printed first in 2018, the impact of the book has been made 
in 2019. Many leading people in theological education received a copy which has put 
Increase on their radar and opened up opportunities for giving our input in the world 
of theological education.   

Other key developments:  

 An updated brochure was created and handed out to Equippers. The 
brochure will help Equippers and others to share about the work of Increase 
in a clear and fresh way.  

 We started a series of quarterly news updates to share the work of Increase 
with interested individuals. This reaches a wide audience that keeps growing. 
In the future we hope to encourage donations through this channel.  

 The weekly prayer letter helps people connect and gives focused prayer for 
Increase and Increase members.  

 
Encourage collaborative projects and partnerships 

There are important developments in collaboration with partners and partnering organisations. For example: 

 An agreement between Increase, ICETE and Langham Publishing, to publish TEE in Asia as part of the 
ICETE series of books published by Langham was signed. This will bring TEE and Increase to a much 
wider audience with the support and approval of both ICETE and Langham. The republished book is 
scheduled for the second half of 2020.  

 The Teams’ Gathering Reflect & Envision (November 14 - 18) was a key time for collaboration. Many 
groups were formed to work together, sometimes with partnering organisations, on a wide range of 
issues surrounding TEE:  

o Quality Assurance and Evaluation for non-formal theological education programmes. 
o TEE and Integral Mission; 
o provision of TEE resources in and for North India; 
o Course Sharing - to establish the Sharing our Courses Task Group; 
o Strategic Publications Task Group to work on different aspects of TEE & church-based training. 

This new publication focuses on academic issues and follows in part from the traction TEE in 
Asia gained; 

o progress with Smart Phones; 
o TEE among diaspora groups in Europe - with SEAN International. 
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Make a global contribution to theological education and adult learning 

It is encouraging to see that Increase has become a real voice in the international world of theological 
education, partly through TEE in Asia, and partly through good relationships. As the points below prove, people 
are interested to learn from our experience. What we contribute resonates with influential people in the field. 
Furthermore our dialogue with theological educators around the globe also help Increase develop. The new 
Task Group that is focusing on strategic publications is our attempt to answer critical and legitimate questions 
about TEE that these people brought up. This in turn will contribute to the development of new courses in a 
better way.  

 Increase has begun to contribute to the ICETE Academy, 
which provides educational training for those involved in 
theological education. Nicholas Ivins and Allan Harkness have 
already produced ICETE Academy online courses based on the 
Increase Course Writers Training.  
 Rosemary Dewerse created an Introduction to TEE course for 
the ICETE Academy, with input from Shereen Karadsheh. 
 
 

Connect with other church-based training associations and accrediting associations 

Asia Theological Association 
 Equippers Rick Weymouth, Graham Aylett and Qaiser Julius are members of the ATA’s Commission on 

Accreditation and Educational Development (CAED). At the CAED meetings in January, they were 
involved in planning changes to the ATA’s evaluation standards and process and the Accreditation 
Manual with others in ATA. Later, Rick and Graham were closely involved with the detail of the revision 
work. This has brought an opportunity to include a section on the evaluation of nested programs, 
which are often used by TEE programs to provide joined-up learning pathways.  

 Rick Weymouth worked on standards for online training programmes and recommended stronger 
relationships between the home church and community and the online learning institution. 

 Equippers Qaiser, Tim, Rick & Graham attended the ATA General Assembly in Singapore (August), with 
many opportunities for networking. These four ran an Interest group commending the use of nested 
programs for training, and exploring approaches to their evaluation. 

 
SEAN International 

 It is a positive development that together with SEAN International we are making progress in moving 
TEE into the digital age. This is very important because so many people in Asia, particularly the younger 
generation, are more at home on a smart phone than with a written text. When believers can complete 
their TEE home study on their phone, and then bring it to the group meeting, many more Asians may 
look again at TEE as a credible training tool for the twenty-first century. In 2019 progress was made 
using the TEE course, Come Follow Me on smart phones, and the same technology can also be used to 
put the SEAN TEE course, Abundant Life on smart phones.  

 Increase has begun to work with SEAN International on a project to provide a new translation of The 
Life of Christ in Chinese. This is an important project that will serve many believers in China. 
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Financial Report 

Please note: there seems to be a large difference between income and expenses.  However, most of the 
apparent 2019 surplus is due to the 2018 grant that arrived late and that caused a huge deficit in 2018. Taking 
the two years together, income and expenditure are almost equal.  

A detailed financial overview may be requested through increaseassociationoffice@gmail.com. 
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About Increase 

The Increase Association, also known as "Increase", connects and strengthens TEE and other church-based 
training movements across Asia and beyond. Its members work in partnership to achieve more together for 
God's kingdom than each could achieve alone.  Increase also interacts with Christian educators beyond its 
own membership for mutual sharing of resources, good practice and innovation. TEE stands for Theological 
Education by Extension but is more easily understood as Tools to Equip and Empower – tools for local 
churches to make disciples and equip their own members to grow in Christ and serve him actively. 

 

This diagram shows the different teams that each play a vital part in Increase. 

 

 

Find us: 

Facebook: facebook.com/increaseassociation 

Twiter: @IncreaseAssoc 

Website: www.increaseassociation.org  


